Duddon Saint Peter’s School

Capability Procedure
Appraisal and Capability: Transition
Within this school any problems with an employee's performance will be identified
and responded to at the earliest time within normal Appraisal arrangements and
practices.
This procedure applies only to employees about whose performance there are
serious concerns that the appraisal process has been unable to address after training
and support.
At a final appraisal review meeting, the employee will be told by their Appraiser that
their progress has not been satisfactory and that the appraisal system will no longer
apply. The employee will then have up to 5 working days to consider and review
their position.
Absence
Where application of this Procedures results in absence of the employee the advice
of the OHA will be obtained immediately as to how long the absence could be
expected to last.
The employee will be advised in writing that the performance issues which prompted
the application of the Procedure will be addressed on their return to school and that
the Procedure will be applied at the point reached when the absence began.
The employee’s absence will be managed under the school’s Managing Attendance
Procedure.
Capability Meeting: Stage 1
The Head teacher/manager/Chair of Governors will notify the employee in writing of
a date for a formal capability meeting. At least five working days’ notice will be given
and the notification will contain sufficient information about the concerns about
performance and their possible consequences to enable the employee to prepare to
answer the case. It will also contain copies of any written evidence; the details of the
time and place of the meeting; and will advise the employee of their right to be
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accompanied by a work colleague or a trade union official. A copy of this Capability
Procedure will be enclosed.
This meeting is intended to establish the facts. It will be conducted by the Head
teacher/manager/Chair of Governors who may be supported by an HR Adviser. The
Appraiser will attend to present the concerns which have prompted the move to
formal capability.
The employee will have the opportunity to respond to concerns about their
performance and to make any relevant representations. This may provide new
information or a different context to the information/evidence already collected.
The Head teacher/Chair of Governors will take full account of the employee's
circumstances both at work and, if appropriate, outside work. In particular, s/he will
be careful to explore fully the circumstances behind an apparent lack of capability,
including any disability, and give the individual every opportunity to present his/her
view or explanation of the situation.
The person conducting the meeting may conclude that there are insufficient grounds
for pursuing the capability issue and that it would be more appropriate to continue
to address the concerns through the appraisal process. In such cases, the capability
procedure will come to an end.
Alternatively, at the conclusion of the meeting the person conducting the meeting
will instruct that an Action Plan be developed which will:
 identify the professional/performance shortcomings, for example which of
the standards expected of teachers are not being met;
 set out the standard of performance that will enable the employee to be
removed from formal capability procedures (this may include the setting of
new objectives focused on the specific weaknesses that need to be
addressed, any success criteria that might be appropriate and the evidence
that will be used to assess whether or not the necessary standard has been
reached);
 list any support that will be provided to help the employee improve their
performance;
 set out the timescale for improvement and explain how performance will be
monitored and reviewed. The timescale will depend on the circumstances of
the individual case but should be not less than half a term or equivalent and
not exceed one term or equivalent;
 warn the employee formally that failure to improve within the set period
could lead to dismissal. In very serious cases, this could be without a further
review period.
The person who conducted the meeting will write to the employee within 5 working
days confirming the details advised previously.
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A review period will follow the formal capability meeting. Guidance, support,
monitoring and evaluation will continue during this period. Dates for review
meetings with the appropriate appraiser/manager will be agreed. At the end of the
period, the member of staff will be invited to a formal review meeting.
Review Meeting
The Head teacher/manager/Chair of Governors will write to the employee to
convene a formal Review Meeting. At least five working days’ notice will be given
and the notification will give details of the time and place of the meeting and will
advise the employee of their right to be accompanied by a work colleague or a trade
union official.
 The meeting will be conducted by the Head teacher/manager/Chair of
Governors who may be supported by an HR Adviser. The appraiser/manager
will attend to present the evidence of progress during the review period.
 The employee will have the opportunity to make any relevant
representations.
 If the person conducting the meeting is satisfied that the employee has made
sufficient improvement, the capability procedure will cease and the appraisal
process will re-start.
 If the person conducting the meeting is satisfied that some progress has
been made and there is confidence that more is likely, it may be appropriate
to extend the monitoring and review period but remain within the Capability
Procedure. The employee will be advised of the additional progress required/
standards of performance to be met and the timescale of the further review
period.
If no, or insufficient improvement has been made during the monitoring and review
period, the employee will be advised that the management of their performance is
now within Stage 2 of the Capability Procedure. In such cases the meeting will
continue as a Stage 2 meeting.
Stage 2
The person conducting the meeting will where appropriate discuss:




Alterations/adaptations to duties/working environment consistent with the
needs of the school and which do not change the general character of the
job.
Availability of alternative work.
Mutual agreement to termination of contract.

At the conclusion of the meeting the person conducting the meeting will confirm the
on-going professional / performance shortcomings and instruct that a further Action
Plan be developed which will, set out the standard of performance that will enable
the employee to be removed from formal capability procedures (this may include
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the setting of new objectives focused on the specific weaknesses that need to be
addressed, any success criteria that might be appropriate and the evidence that will
be used to assess whether or not the necessary standard has been reached).





list any support that will be available to help the employee improve their
performance;
set out the timescale for improvement and/or Action Plan and explain how
performance will be monitored and reviewed. The timescale will depend on
the circumstances of the individual case but should be not less than 4 weeks
and not exceed six weeks excluding school closure periods;
warn the employee again that if (at the end of the period or at any review
meeting during the period) sufficient progress has not been made then the
employee may be called to a decision meeting at which it may be
recommended that their employment be terminated on grounds of
incapability.

The person who conducted the meeting will write to the employee within 5 working
days confirming the details advised at 5.2.
A further review period will follow the formal Stage 2 meeting. Guidance, support,
monitoring and evaluation will continue during this period. Dates for review
meetings with the appropriate appraiser/ manager will be agreed.
At the end of the period, the appraiser/manger will advise the member of staff that
they will be invited to a Decision Meeting. The appraiser/manager will present one
of three recommendations,
 that an acceptable standard of performance has been reached and the
Capability Procedure should come to an end
 that some progress has been made and that more is likely and that Stage 2
should be extended, or
 that performance remains unsatisfactory and that the employee should be
dismissed.
Decision Meeting
Where a) or b) above applies, the employee will be called to a Decision Meeting
chaired by the Head teacher who will consider the recommendation.
Where a recommendation that the Capability Procedure should end is accepted, the
outcome of the Decision Meeting will be confirmed by letter to the employee and
appraisal will recommence.
Where a recommendation that Stage 2 should be extended is accepted, the outcome
of the Decision Meeting will be confirmed by letter to the employee giving details of
the further progress required and timescale for improvement.
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Where an acceptable level of performance has not been reached, the employee will
be called to a Decision Meeting conducted by the Head teacher or a Panel of
Governors. The meeting will be conducted by the Head teacher unless the Head
teacher is the subject of the proceedings; is the Appraiser or appropriate manager or
the Head teacher does not have delegated power to dismiss. Alternatively the
Decision Meeting will be conducted by a Panel of one or more governors to whom
the Governing Body has delegated the power to take the initial decision to dismiss.
Where a Decision Meeting is to be convened to consider a recommendation for
dismissal, the employee will be informed by letter. The letter will enclose a copy of
this Procedure and advise him/her of:





the place and time of the Meeting
the details of the alleged incapability
the right to be accompanied by a trade union official or work colleague
the right to call witnesses

The letter will either be handed to the employee, sent by recorded delivery or first
class post. Additionally a copy may be sent electronically. Reasonable time (a
minimum of ten working days) must be allowed between the receipt of the letter
and the Meeting so as to allow the employee to prepare his/her case.
The conduct of the Decision Meeting (considering dismissal) will be as set out in
Appendix 1 to this Procedure.
The Head teacher/Panel will be supported by an HR Adviser as may the manager
presenting the case. In the case of Community, Voluntary Controlled, Community
Special and Maintained Nursery schools, the HR Adviser will also normally act as the
representative of the Director of Children and Young Peoples Service.
The Head teacher/Panel may dismiss the employee or may impose a lesser sanction.
The decision will be confirmed by letter, which will either be handed to the
employee, sent by recorded delivery or first class post. Additonally a copy may be
sent electronically.
In the case of a dismissal the letter will state:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

the reasons for the dismissal
the date from which the dismissal will take effect, and
the employees right of appeal

In the case of alternative sanctions being agreed the letter will state:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

the sanction being applied;
the reasons for this; and
the right of appeal.
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The dismissal letter will be written on behalf of the Governing Body (Foundation and
Trust Schools, Voluntary Aided Schools, Foundation Special Schools or Academies)
and Cheshire West and Chester Council (Community, Voluntary Controlled,
Community Special, and Maintained Nursery schools).
Appeals
An employee has the right to appeal against any finding of and / or sanction imposed
by a Decision meeting convened to consider dismissal.
Appeals must be made, in writing, within 10 working days of the Decision meeting
and set out whether the employee is appealing the Panel’s findings or the sanction
imposed or both.
An Appeal against the Panel’s findings will be conducted by way of a full re-hearing.
The order of presentation will be in accordance with Appendix 1 to this Procedure,
with additional provision for the trade union to present and management to respond
to any grounds of appeal specific to the reasons for dismissal set out in the dismissal
letter.
Appeals against the sanction only i.e. where the employee accepts that the
allegation is upheld but believes the sanction is too harsh, will be conducted in
accordance with Appendix 2.
At any appeal the employee has the right, if they so wish, to be accompanied by a
trade union official or work colleague.
The Appeal Panel will either:
(i)

Confirm the decision to dismiss the employee; or

(ii)

Withdraw the decision to dismiss the employee; or

(iii)
Vary the decision and take alternative action(s) in accordance with the
Procedure.
The decision of the Appeal Group will be final and binding.
If an appeal reverses the decision to dismiss the termination notice will be rescinded
Timescales
Where the capability procedure is applied, action over both Stages will normally be
taken over no more than two terms or their equivalent.
Use of the Grievance Procedure
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An employee who has been advised at an appraisal meeting that their performance
is to be managed under the Capability Procedure may only, from that point, raise
concerns under the Grievance Procedure about matters unrelated to their
performance or its management.
Any concerns/grievances an employee has about the application or progress of the
Capability Procedure should be raised within that procedure. While consideration
may be given to the suspension of capability proceedings to address these concerns,
it is generally expected that they will be dealt with as part of or in parallel to the
performance monitoring and review elements of the procedure and not lead to an
extension of the timescale for improvement.
If an employee has a grievance about an unrelated matter, this may be pursued
simultaneously to the Capability Procedure, but arrangements under this procedure
e.g. dates for meetings will take precedence over those relating to that grievance.
Every effort will be made to hear an unrelated grievance before a Decision meeting
under this procedure is held.
Equality Act 2010
In accordance with its Public Sector Equality Duty, the Governing Body of
School has given due regard to equality considerations in adopting this
policy/procedure and is satisfied that its application will not impact adversely on
members of staff who have a protected characteristic (age, disability, gender
reassignment, marriage and civil partnership, pregnancy and maternity, race, religion
or belief, sex and sexual orientation) within the meaning of the Equality Act 2010.

Signed: ……………………………………….

Governor responsible

Signed: ……………………………………….

Head teacher

Date:

Date of review Spring 2016

Spring 2015
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APPENDIX 1
CONDUCT OF A DECISION MEETING or APPEAL AGAINST DECISION
The procedure to be adopted at a Decision meeting/appeal will normally be:

1.
The Meeting/Appeal will be conducted by either the Head teacher or a Panel
of the Governing Body as appropriate.
2
The Head teacher or Panel conducting the Meeting/Appeal may be
advised/supported by an HR Adviser.
3
The Head teacher or Panel conducting the Meeting/Appeal will satisfy
himself/herself/themselves that the employee understands the purpose of the
Meeting/Appeal.
4
The management case will be presented normally by the Appraiser or line
manager who may also be supported by an HR Adviser, and who will describe the
case. In the case of an Appeal, the management case will be presented by the head
teacher or a representative of the Panel who made the Decision. The presentation
may include witnesses, written statements or other documents where these are
considered necessary.
5
The employee and/or representative will be given the opportunity to
question the presenting officer as well as any witnesses who may have given
evidence.
6
The employee or his/her representative will then be invited to respond to the
case as presented. The employee may also produce witnesses, written statements
or other documents in support of his/her case. (Where it is the intention to submit
written Statements of Case these must be exchanged by both sides at least five
working days prior to the hearing). Where witnesses are school or Council
employees they should be given reasonable time off with pay to attend.
7
The presenting officer will be given the opportunity to question the
employee, his/her representative and any witnesses called in his/her defence.
8
At any stage during the Meeting/Appeal the Head teacher or Panel
conducting the hearing and any adviser(s) may ask questions of the employee, the
presenting officer or such other persons, as they may consider appropriate in order
to ascertain the facts and arguments.
9
In the case of appeals, the employee may present additional arguments
relating specifically to the reasons for dismissal set out in the dismissal letter. In
such cases, the management representative will be given an opportunity to respond
prior to closing statements being invited.
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9
The presenting officer will then be invited to make a closing statement not
introducing any new material.
10
Finally the employee or his/her representative will be given the opportunity
to make a closing statement also without introducing any new material.
11
Both parties will withdraw to allow the person/group conducting the
Meeting/Appeal to review and consider the evidence in conjunction with any
advisers.
12
The Head teacher or Panel will then recall both parties to inform them of
his/her/their decision. The decision should normally be announced personally to the
parties as soon as it is possible on the day of the Meeting/Appeal. If it is not possible
to make a decision immediately the parties should be informed of this. In any event
a decision must be made and communicated to the employee within five working
days of the hearing. The decision should be confirmed in writing and delivered to
the employee either by hand or recorded delivery and first class post with a copy to
the trade union representative or work colleague and the presenting officer.
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APPENDIX 2
APPEALS AGAINST THE SANCTION ONLY
1.
The Appeal will be conducted by either the Head teacher or a Panel of the
Governing Body as appropriate.
2.
The Head teacher or Panel conducting the Appeal may be advised/supported
by an HR Adviser.
3.
The Head teacher or Panel conducting the Appeal will satisfy
himself/herself/themselves that the all those present understand the purpose of the
hearing which is to consider arguments as to the severity of the sanction imposed.
4.

No witnesses will attend for either side.

5.

The employee or his/her representative will be invited to present their case.

6.
The management representative will be given the opportunity to question
the employee or his/her representative.
7.
The Head teacher or representative of the Decision Panel, who may be
supported by an HR Adviser, will be invited to respond to the employee’s case as
presented.
8.
The employee and/or representative will be given the opportunity to
question the management representative.
9.
At any stage during the appeal any member of the Panel conducting the
hearing and any adviser(s) may ask questions of the employee or the management
representative, as they may consider appropriate in order to ascertain the facts and
arguments.
10.
The employee or their representative will then be invited to make a closing
statement not introducing any new material.
11.
Finally the management representative will be given the opportunity to make
a closing statement also without introducing any new material.
12.
Both parties will withdraw to allow the Head teacher or Panel to review and
consider the arguments in conjunction with any advisers.
13.
The Head teacher or Panel will then recall both parties to inform them of
his/her/their decision. The decision should normally be announced personally to the
parties as soon as it is possible on the day of the hearing.
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If it is not possible to make a decision immediately the parties should be informed of
this. In any event a decision must be made and communicated to the employee
within five working days of the hearing. The decision should be confirmed in writing
and delivered to the employee either by hand or recorded delivery and first class
post with a copy to the trade union representative or work colleague and the
management representative.
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Appendix 3

Duddon St. Peter’s Primary School
Outcome of Informal Capability Meeting
PRIVATE & CONFIDENTIAL
Date ……………
Dear ………………..
Informal Capability Meeting
Following our meeting on insert date, during which I raised concerns with regards to
your current level of performance, I write to confirm a summary of these discussions.
The Identified Areas of Performance Concerns I raised with you are as follows:
Identified Areas of Performance Concerns:
<Insert Concerns and explain why not meeting the specified standards>
Consequently, I confirmed that it is not deemed necessary at this point to commence
the Capability Procedure and that I will continue to monitor these concerns through
<insert how this will be monitored e.g. through normal supervision meetings,
appraisals>.
Or
Consequently, I confirmed that as you had informed me that there is a possibility
that your current health is impacting upon your performance, it was agreed that a
referral to the Council’s Occupational Health Provider be undertaken in order to
obtain medical advice.
Following receipt of the medical report:
 if an underlying medical condition(s) has been identified and confirmed as
having an impact upon your performance from this point on you will be
managed under the Absence Management Policy – ‘employees who have an
underlying medical condition – employee still at work’.
 if an underlying medical condition(s) has not been identified and/or is not
having an impact upon your performance the matter will continue to be
managed under the Capability Policy and Procedure.
Or
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Consequently, I confirmed that as you had informed me that there is a possibility
that your current health is impacting upon your performance, the Council would like
to refer you to their Occupational Health Provider in order to obtain medical advice.
However, at the meeting you did not agree with a referral being made and I
therefore explained that without such a report management decisions will be made
using the information available to them and that the matter will continue to be
monitored under the Capability Policy and Procedure, a copy of which is enclosed for
your information.
Or
Consequently, I confirmed that your performance will be monitored under the
school’s Capability Policy & Procedure, copies of which are enclosed for your
information. In order to assist you in achieving satisfactory levels of performance we
discussed:


the attached Performance Improvement Plan including the support required to
help attain the targets outlined
 a monitoring period of <insert number of months (as a general rule between 1
and 3 months)> during which it is expected that you will make a significant and
sustained improvement to meet the required standards
 review meetings to monitor your progress, which will take place on a <insert
frequency> basis. The first review meeting will take place <time/date/venue>.
You were informed that at the end of the review period a meeting will be held to
establish your progress against the targets within the Performance Improvement
Plan. This final review meeting has been arranged to be held on <insert date, time
and location of meeting>.
You need to be aware of the possible outcomes of the final review meeting, which
are as follows:
 where performance has reached the required standards you will be expected to
maintain that level of performance and this will continue to be measured
through your normal supervision meetings and appraisals.
 if it appears that your performance remains unsatisfactory, you will be invited to
attend a Stage 1 – Formal Capability Meeting. Also, present at this meeting
would be <insert Senior Manager’s name and HR Adviser>.
In the meantime, should you identify any further support that you believe will assist
you in achieving the targets outlined in your Performance Improvement Plan, please
let me know immediately.
Should you have any queries regarding the content of this letter please do not
hesitate to contact me.
Yours sincerely,

Head teacher

Date …………………
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